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Abstract—After stroke rehabilitation, many survivors of stroke
exhibit persistent gait deficits. In previous work, we demon-
strated significant gains in gait kinematics for survivors of
chronic stroke using multichannel functional electrical stimula-
tion with intramuscular electrodes (FES-IM). For this study, we
tested the feasibility of combining FES-IM and gait robot tech-
nologies for treating persistent gait deficits after stroke. Six sub-
jects, >/= 6 months after stroke, received 30-minute intervention
sessions of combined FES-IM and gait robotics 4 days a week
for 12 weeks. Feasibility was assessed according to three factors:
(1) performance of the interface of the two technologies during
intervention sessions, (2) clinicians’ success in using two tech-
nologies simultaneously, and (3) subject satisfaction. FES-IM
system hardware and software design features combined with
the gait robot technology proved feasible to use. Each technol-
ogy alone provided unique advantages and disadvantages of gait
practice characteristics. Because of the unique advantages and
disadvantages of each technology, gait deficits need to be accu-
rately identified and a judicious treatment plan properly targeted
before FES-IM, a gait robot, or both combined are selected.

Clinical Trial Registration: Feasibility and Practice Charac-
teristics of FNS and Gait Robot; NCT00508755; Study ID:
B4036I, <www.clinicaltrials.gov>.

Key words: cerebrovascular accident, FES, functional electri-
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INTRODUCTION

After stroke rehabilitation, many survivors of stroke
still exhibit persistent gait deficits. In previous work, we
have demonstrated significant gains in gait kinematics
for treating survivors of chronic stroke using functional
electrical stimulation (FES) with intramuscular elec-
trodes (FES-IM) [1–2]. FES-IM gait training provided
subjects with a practice pattern that approximated normal
movement of the hip, knee, and ankle during the swing
phase of gait. It also provided subjects with the ability to
practice knee control during the stance phase of gait. A
disadvantage of FES-IM alone was that more than
6 months was required to produce results in some cases.
Therefore, we successfully combined FES-IM and body-
weight-supported (BWS) treadmill training (BWSTT)

Abbreviations: BWS = body-weight-supported, BWSTT =
BWS treadmill training, FES = functional electrical stimula-
tion, FES-IM = FES with intramuscular electrodes, GAIT =
Gait Assessment and Intervention Tool, GF = guidance force,
IM = intramuscular, SCI = spinal cord injury, VA = Department
of Veterans Affairs.
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[3]. Combined use of FES-IM and BWSTT provided gait
practice of more of the desired coordinated gait compo-
nents than did either modality alone [4]. In fact, the com-
bination FES-IM and BWSTT produced significant gains
in gait components and knee-flexion coordination versus
BSWTT alone [3,5–6]. However, not all subjects demon-
strated gait restoration to normal (i.e., normal coordi-
nated gait components) [7].

A shortcoming of the combined intervention of FES-
IM and BWSTT was that early in the gait training prac-
tice, close-to-normal swing-phase movements were not
always possible to provide. And though BWSTT alone
provided stance-phase practice characteristics [8–10], it
did not assist with swing-phase movement for gait prac-
tice [4]. FES-IM did provide close-to-normal swing-
phase movements for gait practice [1–2], but for some
patients, this close-to-normal practice was possible only
later in the gait training protocol, after some muscle-
strength restoration and joint-movement coordination.

Gait robots were developed to assist in gait training.
One randomized controlled trial of gait robotics illus-
trated some potential in patients who had a stroke. That
trial showed that an advantage of gait robot training ver-
sus conventional gait training existed in terms of single-
limb stance duration [11]. This finding was promising,
but no significant group difference was found for any
other measure [11]. One gait robot [12] (Lokomat,
Hocoma Inc; Chicago, Illinois) could provide assisted or
passively induced swing-phase gait movements that were
close to normal early after injury or stroke. One disad-
vantage of a gait robot is that passive movement practice
is not optimal for motor learning. However, in contrast to
robotics, electrically induced muscle activation can pro-
vide practice of active joint movement. Given the disad-
vantages of each technology alone and the potential
advantages of the combination, this study assessed the
feasibility of combining FES-IM and a gait robot for
treating persistent gait deficits after stroke. The hypothe-
sis was that combining FES-IM and a gait robot will be
feasible for gait training in patients who had a stroke. The
objectives included (1) training clinicians in the delivery
of each technology alone and the two technologies simul-
taneously and (2) identifying which coordinated gait
components could be practiced with each technology
alone and with the two technologies combined.

METHODS

Subjects
We enrolled six subjects who had had a stroke

≥6 months before the study. Inclusion criteria were suffi-
cient endurance to participate in rehabilitation sessions;
ability to follow two-stage commands; medically stable;
an equal or greater than trace contraction of hip, knee, and
ankle flexors and extensors [13]; and Fugl-Meyer lower-
limb muscle motor score of ≥32 points. Additional inclu-
sion criteria were inability to flex the knee and ankle in the
sagittal plane in a normal manner during walking so the
limb cleared the floor and inability to control normal knee
angle during single-limb weight-bearing stance phase.
Subjects provided informed consent according to the
Declaration of Helsinki, and the Louis Stokes Department
of Veterans Affairs (VA) Medical Center Institutional
Review Board (committee on human subjects’ protection
in research) approved the study.

Equipment and Technology

Gait Robot
We used the Lokomat gait robot system, consisting of

a robotic-driven orthosis, a BWS system, and a treadmill
(Woodway; Rhein, Germany). We used gait speeds that
ranged from 1.0 to 2.9 km/h. The robotic-driven orthosis
provided the subjects sagittal plane and hip and knee joint
movement that was adjusted to optimize gait kinematics
at the hip and knee joints and restricted to a physiologi-
cally safe range. The ankle was controlled passively by a
dorsiflexion spring-loaded stirrup.

FES-IM
The FES-IM system consisted of eight intramuscular

(IM) electrodes, an external stimulator worn on a belt, and a
finger switch. Electrodes were placed at the motor point of
up to eight paretic or paralyzed muscles: tibialis anterior,
peroneus longus, lateral head of the gastrocnemius, short
head of the biceps femoris, semitendinosus, semimembra-
nosus, vastus lateralis, and gluteus medius. Detailed
descriptions are available in prior publications for the elec-
trode technology [14], the electrode placement procedure
[15], and electrode performance for patients after stroke
[16]. The stimulator was used to control the eight IM elec-
trodes [17]. Template patterns were individualized to prac-
tice FES-assisted movements and gait components [1].
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FES-IM patterns were created with a specialized
computer program [17]. The computer program provided
the capability for therapists to develop a stimulation pat-
tern with up to eight muscles in multiple combinations
and timing variations. The individualized FES-IM pat-
terns were downloaded to the subject’s stimulator for gait
training. The therapist or subject controlled the stimulator
by accessing a menu using a finger switch. For the stimu-
lus, the parameters used were 33 Hz frequency, 20 mA
amplitude, and 4 to 150 µs pulse width. First, comfort-
able pulse-width range was ascertained, followed by
determination of the desired muscle response within the
subject’s comfort level. Then the timing of muscle con-
traction within the stimulation pattern was programmed
by the therapists to obtain movement as close to normal
as possible.

Treatment Protocol

Decision-Making Criteria for Treatment Initiation and 
Progression

Subjects received 30-minute intervention sessions of
combined FES-IM and gait robot 4 days a week for
12 weeks. We selected the Gait Assessment and Interven-
tion Tool (GAIT) to assess gait deficits and the need for
robotics and/or FES-IM assistance. The GAIT is a com-
prehensive, visual gait analysis measure with good inter-
and intrarater reliability [18] that scores coordinated
movements composing each phase of the gait cycle (World
Congress of Physical Therapy, http://www.wcpt.org/
abstracts2007/WCPT2007.html) [18]. We relied on the
GAIT item scores to determine the aspects of treatment
regarding optimal training parameters during gait robot
training and stimulation pattern development. In addition,
we identified the subject’s chosen overground gait speed
and training speed/percent of BWS during conventional
BWSTT to guide the initial gait robot training speed and
level of BWS in the gait robot.

FES-IM Gait Training
From preexisting template FES-IM patterns, we

developed customized FES-IM patterns to address both
swing-phase and stance-phase gait deficits for each sub-
ject. After a custom FES-IM pattern was developed, the
pattern was tested while subjects walked in the parallel
bars. We iteratively modified the FES-IM pattern to cre-
ate an optimal pattern to practice components of gait that
were as close to normal as possible. The performance of

both the subject and the FES-IM pattern was evaluated
during each intervention session, and the FES-IM assis-
tance was reduced over time so that greater volitional
control was demanded as volitional control improved.

Preparing for Gait Robot Training
During the first gait robotics training session, we itera-

tively modified the following parameters to optimize the
gait pattern delivered by the gait robot: limb joint range of
motion at the hip and knee, treadmill speed, level of BWS,
and level of assistance or guidance force (GF) provided by
the gait robot. Initial training speed was derived from the
subject’s chosen overground speed. We obtained initial
percent of BWS during conventional BWSTT to establish
initial levels of BWS during training with the gait robot.
Training intensity was monitored according to heart rate
and blood pressure, as well as subject’s report of his or her
rating of perceived exertion during training.

Combining FES-IM and Robot Gait Training
At the initial intervention session, the subject trained

in the gait robot without FES-IM. The subject’s gait cycle
swing-phase and stance-phase durations were timed with a
stopwatch. In addition, gait analysis was performed during
use of the gait robot. From these data, customized FES-IM
stimulation patterns for stance phase and swing phase were
devised and tested for comfort and performance while sub-
jects walked in the parallel bars. At the second training
session, the combined use of the gait robot and the new
FES-IM patterns was tested. In subsequent intervention
sessions, the combined use of the FES-IM and gait robot
was analyzed and modifications were made so that greater
volitional control was demanded as subjects regained
volition control of portions of the gait pattern.

If the gait pattern performance was close to normal
and the subject reported a low level of exertion, then the
clinician reduced the FES-IM and gait robotics assistance
to minimize technology assistance and demand greater
volitional gait component performance, reducing BWS,
increasing speed, reducing GF, and reducing FES-IM
assistance, in that order.

Outcome Measures
We assessed feasibility of combining FES-IM and gait

robot technologies according to three factors: (1) performance
of the interface of the two technologies during interven-
tion sessions, (2) clinicians’ success in using the two
modalities simultaneously, and (3) subject satisfaction.
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Performance of Interface Between FES-IM and Gait 
Robot Technologies

We assessed the performance of the interface between
FES-IM and the gait robot systems in three ways. First, we
assessed the interface between the subject FES-IM percu-
taneous lead wires and gait robot device. The FES-IM lead
wire exit site integrity was assessed according to the main-
tenance of a clear space for the electrode lead wires on the
anterior thigh, with no interference from the gait robot
thigh cuff. The gait robot thigh-cuff position was moni-
tored for any evidence of shifting during training.

Second, we assessed the FES-IM device cables and
gait robot interface according to the feasibility of main-
taining a clear gait training work space during the use of
the gait robot and FES-IM systems. The FES-IM external
wires and/or cables included the subject’s percutaneous
lead wires, the external connector, the stimulator cable,
the ground cable, and the finger-switch cable. Cable mal-
function was monitored during each intervention session.

Third, we assessed the simultaneous control of the
FES-IM and the gait robot systems. We assessed the clini-
cian’s ability to safely and accurately control the gait robot
while activating the stimulator finger switch for FES-IM
system activation at the correct time in the gait cycle.

Clinician Skill Factors Required for Delivery of Combined 
FES-IM and Gait Robot

We evaluated the feasibility of clinicians successfully
delivering the combined FES-IM and gait robot treat-
ment. Three clinicians were evaluated for their ability to
individualize the gait robot settings for their subjects,
develop customized FES-IM patterns to address swing-
and stance-phase gait deficits, and combine the FES-IM
and gait robot during intervention sessions.

The clinicians received training in using the gait robot
and computer software for FES-IM patterns. The clini-
cians were then tested on seven skill factors:
1. Ability to adjust gait robot for subject training.
2. Accurate placement of FES-IM external cables/stimu-

lator to prevent disconnection.

3. Correct placement of FES-IM pin connector on sub-
ject’s thigh to maintain FES-IM lead wire exit site skin
integrity.

4. Ability to customize FES-IM swing-phase pattern.
5. Ability to customize FES-IM stance-phase pattern.
6. Simultaneous accurate timing of FES-IM swing-phase

activation with gait robot: toe-off to heel strike (begin-
ning and end of swing phase).

7. Simultaneous accurate timing of FES-IM stance-phase
activation with gait robot: heel strike to toe-off (begin-
ning and end of stance phase).

Subject Satisfaction
A written questionnaire was used to query subjects

regarding inconveniences, pain, or discomfort associated
with the FES-IM and/or gait robot systems, malfunction
of the FES-IM system, and overall satisfaction level with
using the combined technologies.

RESULTS

Subjects’ Characteristics
Six subjects were enrolled, aged 47 to 77, who were

0.5 to 1.5 yr after stroke (Table 1). Stance-phase gait def-
icits included an abnormally reduced weight shift to the
involved limb and poor control at the hip, knee, and
ankle. Swing-phase deficits included reduced hip, knee,
and ankle flexion.

Feasibility of Combined FES-IM and Gait Robot

Performance of Interface Between FES-IM and Gait 
Robot Technologies

Table 2 provides results regarding performance of the
three technology interface factors that were relevant during
combined use of FES-IM and the gait robot: (1) lead wire
exit sites, (2) cables, and (3) stimulator and finger switch.
Overall, the hardware and software design features of the
FES-IM system proved feasible to use in combination with
the gait robot technology.

Table 1.
Subject characteristics.

Total
Subjects

Stroke Type Stroke Location Poststroke (yr) Age Range (yr)
Ischemic Hemorrhagic Cortical Subcortical 0.5–1.0 >1.0 45–59 ≥60

6 6 0 4 2 2 4 2 4
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FES-IM Pattern Delivery and Gait Robot Training
Delivery of separate FES-IM patterns proved feasible

for either stance or swing phase of gait simultaneously
with gait robot operation. We developed a protocol to pre-
pare for and provide gait practice with simultaneous assis-
tance from both the FES-IM and gait robot systems.

Protocol Developed for Simultaneous Provision of FES-
IM and Gait Robot

We developed and tested the following protocol for
providing simultaneous FES-IM and gait robot training:
  • Customize FES-IM swing-phase pattern for a given

subject during overground walking.
  • Test FES-IM swing-phase pattern using treadmill and

BWS.

  • Test FES-IM swing-phase pattern during “air walk-
ing,” using 100 percent BWS and gait robot GF for
the lower limbs.

  • Select initial gait robot speed according to subject
report of preferred overground speed.

  • Refine FES-IM swing-phase pattern timing for use
with gait robot using gait event timings obtained dur-
ing subject walking in the gait robot at preferred
speed (without FES-IM).
This protocol would also include practice of manual syn-

chronization of FES-IM and gait robot swing phase without
the subject according to simultaneous visual monitoring of
the gait robot at desired speed as well as the following:
  • FES-IM pattern onset and gait robot toe-off.
  • FES-IM pattern deactivation and gait robot heel strike.

Table 2.
Combined use of three interface factors functional electrical stimulation with intramuscular electrodes (FES-IM) and gait robot technology (lead
wire exit sites, cables, and stimulator and finger switch) for subjects (S) 1–6 after stroke.*

Interface Factor and Subjects Initial Success Corrective Action
Lead Wire Exit Sites
Lead Site Skin Integrity, S1–6 100% integrity —
Subject Comfort

S1, 4, 5 100% comfortable —
S2 1 instance of thigh compression of quadri-

ceps electrode from gait robot thigh cuff
Resolved by loosening thigh cuff and 

decreasing stimulation intensity
S3 1 instance of posterior thigh muscle

discomfort
Session was discontinued (no recurrence

of discomfort in subsequent sessions)
S6 After 24 sessions, subject reported

posterior thigh discomfort
Resolved by discontinuing hamstring

FES-IM at that and subsequent sessions
Lead Wire Function, S1–6 100% comfortable and functional —
Cables
Clear Gait Training Work Space, S1–6 100% —
FES-IM External Cable Function

S1, 3, 5 100% —
S2, 4 2 instances of disconnection of FES-IM

system
Resolved by repositioning FES-IM

connector on thigh
S6 Repeated disconnection of FES-IM

system
Resolved by fabricating a longer FES-IM 

external cable
Stimulator and Finger Switch
Stimulator’s LCD Placed and Maintained 

for Therapist Visibility and Use, S1–6
100% —

FES-IM Finger-Switch Controller Design 
and Cable Length Usable During Gait
Robot Training, S1–6

100% —

*Final success of interface factors of all subjects was 100%.
LCD = liquid crystal display.
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Simultaneously providing FES-IM and gait robot
training proved feasible, since the FES-IM stimulator liq-
uid crystal display could be physically placed near the
treadmill at the location of toe-off. In this way, both FES-
IM pattern timing and gait robot events could be visually
monitored simultaneously. This protocol was also followed
to develop and deliver FES-IM stance-phase patterns for
simultaneous use with the gait robot.

Feasibility of Clinician Delivery of Combined FES-IM 
and Gait Robot

Clinician performance for three clinicians was assessed
for the seven skill factors listed in Figure 1. Within three
sessions, clinicians achieved 7/7 skill factors.

Subject Response and Satisfaction
According to the satisfaction survey, two subjects

reported no discomfort with use of either of the modalities
or when the technologies were combined. One subject
reported several instances of mild discomfort when the
FES-IM system activated the knee flexors. One subject
reported an isolated incident of mild discomfort on the lat-
eral aspect of the calf during combined FES-IM and gait
robot training. In all cases, discomfort was alleviated with
the decrease of stimulation intensity. Table 3 provides data
before and after treatment for the 6-minute walk test.

Comparison of Gait Practice Characteristics of
FES-IM and Gait Robot

Tables 4 provides the gait component practice capa-
bilities of the FES-IM and gait robot alone and the two
combined. During stance phase (Table 4), the gait robot
alone provided passive assistance for all gait compo-
nents, except for lateral weight shift. Lateral weight shift
was restricted by the gait robot. The FES-IM system
alone induced muscle contraction of the gluteus medius,
which assisted pelvic position control in the coronal
plane. For the remaining stance-phase pelvic gait compo-
nents, FES-IM alone did not restrict pelvic movement
(that is, FES-IM “allowed” performance, neither restrict-
ing nor assisting), but did not assist pelvic gait compo-
nent movements. That is, the FES-IM system did not
restrict any pelvic movements in the transverse plane or
the sagittal plane, which are performed in a normal gait
pattern (in contrast to the gait robot that restricted all pel-
vic movements). But the FES-IM system did not facili-
tate pelvic movement in the transverse or sagittal planes.
For the knee and ankle stance-phase gait components,
FES-IM alone induced muscle contractions.

During swing phase (Table 4), the gait robot
restricted pelvic gait component practice and hip rotation
practice. The gait robot alone provided passive assistance
for knee and ankle swing-phase gait components and for
hip flexion in the sagittal plane. FES-IM alone allowed
pelvic movement practice and hip-flexion practice. FES-
IM alone induced muscle contractions for practice of
knee and ankle swing-phase gait components (Table 4).

Figure 1.
Within three training sessions, clinician skill factors were mastered for
delivery of combined functional electrical stimulation with intra-
muscular electrodes (FES-IM) and gait robot systems.

Table 3.
Initial and posttreatment scores for 6-minute walk test of six subjects
after stroke.
Subject

No.
Initial Score

(ft)
Postscore

(ft)
Change

(ft)
1 374 426 52
2 307 455 148
3 774 707 –67*

4 548 678 130
5 794 602 –192†

6 634 714 80
*Subject had onset of two seizure episodes, subsequently controlled by medica-
tion under supervision of primary care physician. Subject completed study.

†Subject developed Baker’s cyst after enrollment and was discontinued from
study. Subject completed 8/48 sessions (17% of total protocol visits).
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Table 4 also shows that the gait robot alone provided
more step repetition than did FES-IM alone in the protocol
provided. A second advantage of the gait robot was that it
provided close-to-normal gait component practice early in
the protocol, whereas FES-IM alone provided close-to-nor-

mal movement for some subjects only later in the protocol,
after recovery of some muscle function. The advantage of
the FES-IM system was that active muscle contraction was
the mode of movement practice. Figure 2 shows a study
participant using combined FES-IM and gait robot systems.

Table 4.
Comparison of capability of gait robot alone and functional electrical stimulation with intramuscular electrodes (FES-IM) and combined to
deliver practice characteristics of coordinated movement components of stance and swing phases of gait.

Gait Component Practice Gait Robot FES-IM Combined
Stance Phase
Forward Weight Shift Yes, potentially passive Allowed Yes, potentially passive
Lateral Weight Shift No, abnormally fixed Allowed No, abnormally fixed
Pelvic Position in Coronal Plane Yes, passively fixed Yes, muscle activation Yes, passively fixed
Hip Flexion at Initial Contact Yes, potentially passive Allowed Yes, potentially passive
Hip Neutral at Midstance Yes, potentially passive Allowed Yes, potentially passive
Hip Extension at Terminal Stance Yes, potentially passive Allowed Yes, potentially passive
Hip Rotation in Coronal Plane No, abnormally fixed Allowed No, abnormally fixed
Knee in Neutral at Initial Contact Yes, potentially passive Yes, muscle activation Yes
Knee in Neutral at Midstance Moving to 15°

of Knee Flexion Before Terminal Stance
Yes, potentially passive Yes, muscle activation Yes

Terminal Stance Knee Control Yes, potentially passive Yes, muscle activation Yes
Ankle Movement in Sagittal Plane Yes, potentially passive Yes, muscle activation Yes
Ankle Inversion Yes, potentially passive Yes, muscle activation Yes
Plantar Flexion During Terminal 

Stance/Preswing
Yes, potentially passive Yes, muscle activation Yes

Toe Position Allowed Yes, muscle activation Yes
Swing Phase
Pelvic Position Coronal Plane No, abnormally fixed Allowed No, abnormally fixed
Pelvic Position Sagittal Plane No, abnormally fixed Allowed No, abnormally fixed
Pelvic Rotation No, abnormally fixed Allowed No, abnormally fixed
Hip Flexion (Sagittal Plane) Yes, potentially passive Allowed Yes, potentially passive
Hip Rotation (Coronal Plane) No, abnormally fixed Allowed No, abnormally fixed
Initial Swing Knee Flexion Yes, potentially passive Yes, muscle activation Yes
Midswing Knee Flexion Yes, potentially passive Yes, muscle activation Yes
Terminal Swing Knee Extension Yes, potentially passive Yes, muscle activation Yes
Ankle Movement in Sagittal Plane Allowed Yes, muscle activation Yes
Ankle Position in Coronal Plane Allowed Yes, muscle activation Yes
Toe Position Allowed Yes, muscle activation Yes
Other Practice Characteristics
Step Repetition 40,000 steps over

48 visits
12,000 steps over 48 

treatment visits
52,000 steps over

48 visits
Early Training Capability of Close-to-

Normal Movements
Yes, for all subjects,

passive
Yes, for some subjects, 

active
Yes, within 1–2 sessions

Reproducibility of Practice Pattern High Variable, depended on 
subject ability from session 
to session

High
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DISCUSSION

This study extended the literature by demonstrating
the feasibility of combining the gait robot and the multi-
channel FES-IM systems for gait training for subjects in
the chronic phase after stroke. The interface of the two
systems produced no instances of compromised skin
integrity at lead wire exit sites. Subjects perceived the use
of the two systems in combination as comfortable. We
were able to maintain a clear work space for gait compo-
nent practice. The clinician was able to effectively use the
FES-IM stimulator, finger switch, and external cables dur-
ing combined gait training with the FES and robotics sys-
tems. Clinicians were able to combine interventions after
three clinician-training sessions. Both stance- and swing-
phase FES-IM patterns were used with the gait robot.

We found mixed results regarding the capability of
FES-IM and the gait robot systems to provide gait practice
characteristics. First, each system afforded unique practice
advantages and unique disadvantages. FES-IM alone
induced practice of stance-phase hip and knee control
through muscle activation of hip abductors and knee flex-
ors and extensors. FES-IM alone also induced practice of
swing-phase knee and ankle joint movements and posi-
tional control, assisted by or driven by electrically induced
muscle contractions. This FES-IM feature might counter-
act some potentially abnormal muscle activations reported
by others for nondisabled controls using the gait robot ver-
sus treadmill walking [19]. FES-IM did not restrict any of
the coordinated movements of the gait pattern. A disad-
vantage of gait training with FES-IM alone was that, for
some participants, FES-IM was not capable, early in the
gait training, of producing a swing-phase knee-flexion
movement excursion that was close to normal.

The gait robot alone provided passive or assisted
stance-phase hip and knee positioning. For swing phase,
the gait robot provided passive or mechanically assisted
hip and knee flexion in the sagittal plane. One advantage
of the gait robot was that practice of these gait compo-
nents could occur early in the gait training protocol,
before muscle strengthening.

Disadvantages of the gait robot included restriction
of lateral weight shift, restriction of pelvic movement to a
stationary neutral position, and control of the ankle
through a spring-loaded dorsiflexion mechanism that
induced a nonregulated ankle dorsiflexion during swing

phase. The movement restrictions are important to note
for a number of reasons. First, normal walking includes
the management of balance control during a lateral
weight shift from one limb to the other while simulta-
neously advancing the center of mass forward over the
new stance limb. According to specificity of training
principles, if balance control during lateral weight shift is
impaired (as it often is after stroke), this complex balance
control maneuver of lateral and forward weight transfer
must be specifically retrained to be recovered [20–21].
Second, normal gait includes executing pelvic move-
ments that contribute to normal stride length and mini-
mizing the vertical displacement of the center of mass
(pelvic rotation in the coronal plane and transverse plane)
[22]. If impaired, these pelvic gait components also
would need to be specifically retrained. One solution to
these two gait robot problems is to retrain lateral weight

Figure 2.
Study participant receiving combined gait robot and functional
electrical stimulation with intramuscular electrodes gait training.
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shift and pelvic movements using other methods (e.g.,
treadmill or overground gait training). Third, a poten-
tially more significant difficulty is that restriction of
both lateral weight shift and pelvic movements actually
imposes abnormal absence of pelvic movement and
abnormal gait practice in this regard.

This study contributed to the literature by providing a
description of the capability of the gait robot and FES-IM
combined to provide practice of some gait components in
a manner that was closer to normal than was otherwise
possible. For example, swing-phase knee-flexion GF
from the gait robot provided a close-to-normal movement
excursion, while FES-IM simultaneously provided mus-
cle activation of knee joint muscle flexors so that the
movement was at least partially actively performed, in
that muscles were activated. The same combined effect
was possible for stance-phase knee and ankle control.

For some practice characteristics, combining the two
technologies restricted performance of gait components
that would have otherwise been available with the use of
one technology alone. For example, the gait robot system
restricted pelvic movement, which was allowed (not
restricted) by the FES-IM system.

Advantages found in this study regarding the gait
robot for stroke gait training were similar to those for spi-
nal cord injury (SCI) gait training. Colombo et al. found
that patients with SCI could be provided automated train-
ing earlier after trauma, since the gait robot could provide
walking assistance forces that were greater than the assis-
tance that physical therapists could provide [23]. They
reported that longer duration of gait training could be
provided. This study result was consistent with our
results of a slightly different nature that showed more
steps for a given number of sessions could be practiced
with the gait robot or combined FES-IM and gait robot
than with only FES-IM. For patients with SCI, the gait
robot provided a more reproducible gait pattern from ses-
sion to session compared with conventional BWSTT
[23]. This study result was consistent with the results of
the current study. Another advantage of the gait robot for
SCI gait training was that only one therapist was needed
for training, whereas more than one therapist was often
needed to effectively provide BWSTT, especially early in
rehabilitation. This finding was consistent with the
results of the current study, in that only one therapist was
needed for providing combined FES-IM and gait robot
training.

CONCLUSIONS

Combination of multichannel FES-IM and a gait robot
was a feasible gait training method. The two technologies
combined afforded some advantages. Each technology
alone provided unique gait practice characteristics, advan-
tages, and unique disadvantages. Through electrically
induced muscle contractions, FES-IM provided subjects
practice of swing phase and coordinated limb movements
and stance-phase hip, knee, and ankle balance control. The
gait robot provided early training, passively assisted,
swing-phase hip and knee movements and stance-phase
hip, knee, and ankle positional control, which all were very
close to normal in joint-movement excursion. For some
subjects, FES-IM produced practice of normal excursion
of knee and ankle movements during swing phase, which
was later in the training, after muscles were sufficiently
strengthened to respond to the FES-IM. The gait robot
restricted lateral weight shift and pelvic movements,
inducing abnormal gait components in that regard.
Because of the unique advantages and disadvantages of
each alone and the two combined, gait deficits need to be
accurately identified and a judicious treatment plan prop-
erly targeted before FES-IM, a gait robot, or both com-
bined are selected.
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